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 The automatic detection of anomaly events in video sequence has become a 

critical issue and essential demand for the extensive deployment of computer 

vision systems such as video surveillance applications. An anomaly event in 

video can be denoted as outlier behavior within video frames which 

formulated by a deviation from the stable scene. In this paper, an anomaly 

event detection and localization method in video sequence is presented 

including multilevel strategy as temporal frames differences estimation, 

modelling of normal and abnormal behavior using regression model and 

finally density–based clustering to detect the outliers (abnormal event) at 

clips level. Hence, outlier score is obtained at the segment or clip level along 

video frames sequences. The proposed method seplits video frames into non-

overlapped clips using global outlier detection process. Afterward, at each 

clip, the local outliers are determined based on density of each clip. 

Extensive experiments were conducted upon two public video datasets which 

include dense and scattered outliers along video sequence. The experiments 

were performed on two common public datasets (Avenue) and University of 

California, San Diego (UCSD). The experimental results exhibited that the 

proposed method detects well outlier frames at clip level with lower 

computational complexity comparing to the state-of-the-art methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Outliers, also known as anomalies, abnormalities or rare events, are data samples or objects in raw 

data that do not adapt to a concept of normal behaviour [1]. Owing to the growing requirement and 

applications in wide domains, such as video surveillance, security, healthcare and medical risk [2] as well as 

intrusion detection [3], anomaly and outlier detection task plays significant role in variant fields including 

computer vision, statistical analysis and machine learning. Outlier detection is a task of determining a  

sub-region in a given data samples which are considered as abnormal subset and have unusual behaviour 

from other samples. It is one of the essential data mining objectives and basic field in many applications, 

such as video surveillance systems which are used to recognize the potential threats [2]-[4]. 

Outliers or anomaly events can deviate or distort the statistical measurements and data distribution 

due to its rarely appearance in the real life events, allowing a confused representation of the implicit data and 

relationships [5]. Practically, the variant distribution of normal and anomaly events within video frames is 

unannounced with rare presentation of outliers. In surveillance videos, the predominant events occurring 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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frequently are denoted as normal behaviour, while abnormal events are referred to the events occurred with 

low probability [6]. The aim of outlier detection and localization is to determine the spatial and temporal  

sub-regions involved the anomalous events with automatic manner [7]. Outlier detection methods can be 

classified in terms of the data type required to train the model such as; point, contextual and collective 

anomalies. Point outlier is referred to a singular data instance deviated from the whole data samples. A 

contextual outlier represents an individual data sample deviated within a context which requires a notion of 

context as well as conditional anomalies. Collective anomalies are denoted by a set of correlated data 

instances and needs a relationship among data instances represented by sequential and spatial data. The 

singular patterns within a collective anomaly are considered not anomalous by themselves. Based on the 

anomaly definition provided in [8], “Video anomalies can be thought of as the occurrence of unusual 

appearance or motion patterns or the occurrence of usual appearance or motion attributes in unusual locations 

or times” we formulate the problem of anomaly event detection as regression model fitting as well as 

clustering based-local outlier detection task.  

In this section, a discussion of recent researches relevant outlier and anomaly event detection in 

video sequence will be presented. Recently, video anomaly detections based on deep learning methods are 

introduced including different scenarios such as; saliency video detection method based on spatial-temporal 

features and 3D convolution network [9], temporal segment network [10], autoencoder network-based 

motion pattern learning [11], end to end anomaly detection of video based on pre-trained deep networks [12], 

deep anomaly detection with deviation networks [13]. However, deep learning methods are required a huge 

dataset sample to obtain an accurate performance measure for detecting anomaly events within video frames. 

Other researchers formulated the problem of video anomaly detection as a regression model to provide an 

anomaly score by frame or clip level [14], [15]. Simultaneously, other researchers have interested by 

trajectory-based video anomaly detection methods [16], [17]. 

Trajectory based methods include learning the normal trajectories of pedestrian with assistance of 

tracking algorithms to decide whether the video normal or anomaly. The main obstacle of trajectory-based 

methods is the influence of occlusion especially in crowded scenes as well as the likelihood of existing different 

trajectories for single scene [18]. Local and global anomaly detection method using hierarchical feature 

representation and Gaussian process regression was introduced in [19], where global anomalies refer to the 

anomalies among sequence frames and local anomalies denote the anomalous regions within a frame. Local 

anomalies are commonly detected in videos based on local spatio- temporal features, where motion is occurring 

and generating due to multiple objects moving within single scene [20]. Video anomaly detection methods are 

interested in determining whether the current frame of a given video demonstrates an anomaly or not [20], [21]. 

Another type of anomalies named contextual anomaly which corresponds to the samples having 

significant variation causing anomalies related to certain context [20]. Contextual anomalies can be 

categorized based on spatial and temporal features of video frames [22], [23]. Outliers detection methods 

based on clustering algorithms are inspired by many early researchers to efficiently detect outliers based on 

the entire dataset [24]. The proposed work in [25] handled the anomaly detection problem as low likelihood 

pattern detection due to limited availability of adequate instances of anomaly events with assistance of neural 

network for normal events learning. Lu et al. [26], suggested a dictionary-based approach to learn normal 

behaviors and detect anomaly events using reconstructed error. However, this method is not robust 

adequately to distinguish between normal and abnormal events based on the reconstruction error. The 

proposed work in [27] presented a learning model of normal scenes using two-stream recurrent autoencoder 

in a semi supervised learning manner and trajectory-based spatio-temporal features. Another work [28] based 

on autoencoder network and spatial features for learning normal events. The main limitation of this method 

represented by its dependency on succeeding the trajectory-based features extraction phase which is affected 

in crowded scenes. 

The main objective of this research is to design and implement a computer vision system to address 

the problem of anomaly event detection in video. The Anomaly events (outiers) are detected in video 

sequence based on clip level. We can summarize the essential contributions of the proposed method by; 

 Determining automatically the global and local outliers in video based on temporal redundancy of frames 

and dense clips clustering. 

 Further, training a regression model can estimate the global anomaly score for the entire video frames, 

hence detects the anomalous potential frames within each clip in term of local outlier detection. 

 In a continuous manner, the trained regression model is updated with normal segments which detected in 

the testing mode in order to take advantage of normal behaviour variation. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: sections 2 and 3 present the detail description of 

anomaly event detection and localization method of video clips using global and local outliers. The results and 

discussion are illustrated in section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper. 
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2. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

In this section, we will demonstrate the proposed method of anomaly event detection and 

localization along video frames based on global and local outlier prediction as shown in Figure 1. In this 

paper, a multilevel framework is adopted to determine the anomaly behaviour (outliers) in a given video 

sample. First level is represented by estimation the temporal differences between sequenced frames based on 

visual features such as motion and histogram similarity features.  

Second level mimics the detection of global outliers using temporal difference score and polynomial 

fitting model. To this end, an assumption of the regression model is presented and trained to specify the 

polynomial fitting with the temporal difference raw data of the entire video sequence. Consequently, the 

samples that deviate from the regression model are candidate to be global outliers. Accordingly, the 

suggested global outlier detection model is trained using only normal videos with normal behaviours to 

predict the optimal polynomial coefficients. We assume that an instant segment has a normal /abnormal 

behaviour based on the prediction score of the adopted regression model instead of using predefined 

threshold. In this level, the video frames are segmented into set of primitive clips or shots isolated by the 

corresponding indexes of temporal frames differences. The global outliers are exploited to segment the video 

frames into clips.  

Finally, the local outliers’ detection level is implemented where the contextual outliers within each video 

clip was taken in our consideration. Practically, the framework of an efficient anomaly event detector should be 

eligible to update its determination of normal events in a continuous manner. Thus, the recent approach is able to 

update the regression model through feeding the detected normal segments to the training samples from any 

acquired video. Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of the proposed anomaly event detection method. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Workflow of the proposed anomaly event detection method 

 

 

2.1.   Temporal frames differences estimation 

As a pre-processing of video analysis, we segment the video into individual frames and convert each 

frame to YCbCr format in order to extract the luminance layer. In this paper, an efficient understanding of the 

video clip behaviours has been provided by formulating the temporal relevance among sequenced frames. In 

order to detect and extract the foreground objects (moving objects) over the video sequence, the temporal 

differencing between each two consecutive frames is estimated. The temporal frames differences are obtained 

based on two main integrated parameters; motion estimation and colour histogram difference. The motion 

parameter between frames Fi, Fi-1 is obtained through binarization the subtracted image (Fi - Fi-1) with a 

Threshold value that is specified according to the intensity range of the subtracted image (Fi - Fi-1) and Otsu's 

method [29] as illustrated in (1): 
 

𝑀𝑂𝑖 =  |𝐹𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖−1|   >   𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 (1) 

 

Meanwhile, the foreground objects are extracted and labelled using (8–connected) neighbouring 

pixels of MOi image which represents the foreground objects in the current frame Fi, where i=2,3,….N, and N 

is the total number of frames in the acquired video sample. Afterward, the area property ARi is extracted from 

MOi data points to highlight the interested regions, minimizing the computation time as well as to make a 
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decision about occurring motion between the sequence frames. We assumed that the higher values of ARi 

measured in pixels (white pixels) referred to motion capturing between the sequence frames. 

The second parameter used in our framework for temporal frames differences estimation is 

represented by the similarity benchmark commonly used in machine learning and data analysis. The 

Hausdorff distance (HD) distance measurement [30] is a lightweight yet effective similarity measure for 

quantifying the proximity of two graphs. The Hausdorff (HD) distance measure quantifies the difference 

between two sequenced frames based on block-based colour histogram differences. The temporal difference 

between each sequence frames Fi, Fi-1   using Hausdorff (HD) distance measure is computed according to (2): 

 

𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖 =  ∑ 𝐻𝐷(𝐹𝑖
𝑘, 𝐹𝑖−1

𝑘 )𝑘   
 (2) 

 

where Diffi parameter denotes the weighted sum of blocks differences between sequence frames Fi and Fi-1 

and k is the corresponding block index in the two frames Fi, Fi-1.  

A linear integration of the two parameters (ARi and Diffi) is specified to formulate the score of 

temporal differences between each two sequenced frames as given in (3): 

 

𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖 = 𝛼𝐴𝑅𝑖 + (1 − 𝛼) 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖 (3) 

 

where α is a scalar stand at 0.6 and it is determined through the experiments. Obviously, area feature AR is 

augmented by scalar α due to its effectiveness of reflecting the dissimilarity between two sequence frames. 

The temporal differences estimation strategy and its visualization result of sample video are illustrated in 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Block diagram of temporal frame differences estimation strategy 

 

 

 

(a) 
 

 

(b) 
 

Figure 3. Visualization result of temporal frame differences estimation based on; (a) area (blue line) and HD 

distance measure (red line); (b) TempDiff score of video sample (04) from AVENU dataset 
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3. MODELLING NORMAL BEHAVIOUR AND ANOMALY SCORE 

3.1.   Global outlier detection model 

Based on the assumption; a data sample is considered as global outlier if it deviates sufficiently from 

the whole data set, the first level of detecting outliers is realized based on extracting the global outlier using 

the regression model. Regression analysis is a fundamental and common concept adopted in machine 

learning models. Specifically, it falls under supervised learning in which the training model is trained using 

input properties and output labels. It assists in investigating and establishing the relevance of the model 

variables through guessing how one variable influences the other. 

In the case of occurring abrupt illumination change or sudden object motion along video sequence, 

we need to label the corresponding video frames with appropriate outlier score. In this context, a non-linear 

regression model is employed to achieve a polynomial fitting process with the raw data of temporal frames 

differences TempDiff. Consequently, the normal behaviour and the global outliers of the entire video frames 

are estimated and detected respectively. As a consequence, global outliers are detected by leveraging from 

the residual errors which sufficiently described data deviation from the fitted polynomial curve. Hence, 

predicting the set of potential values of polynomial coefficients will inform us of how appropriately our 

current model is able to describe the raw data behaviour. The main idea of adopting a regression model for 

global outlier detection in the whole video frames is based on the assumption that the temporal frames 

differences can be represented by non-linear polynomial model. The outliers are those temporal difference 

instants that are not well represented by the regression model. In this level, the sudden or abrupt changes 

along video frames are detected which corresponded to the differences samples that far sufficiently from the 

interval [p+2∆, p-2∆], where p represents the polynomial coefficients and ∆ refers to the residual error. In 

this case, the frames lying out of this range are labelled as global outlier frames as shown in Figure 4.  

Henceforth, the proposed framework of global outlier detection task is designed as a regression 

model fitting, which considers a certain segment of the video has abnormal behaviour based on regression 

prediction score instead of adopting a predefined threshold for detecting anomaly. When there are anomaly 

changes, the anomaly score ascents significantly. It worth noting that the detected global outliers are 

exploited to automatically segment video frames into primitive shots or clips, yet to find and localize the 

local outliers within each clip. Neighbour frames of the detected global outlier frames are extracted and 

formulated into distinguishing regions and yet added to the memory buffer to collect the outlier regions along 

video sample. Figure 5 shows the detected global outliers constricted by the primitive shots boundaries of 

video samples 04, 06 taken from AVENU dataset. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Global outlier detection based on polynomial fitting strategy of video sample (04) from AVENU 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 5. Detection of clips boundaries of: (a) video sample 04, (b) video sample 06 from AVENU dataset,  

X-axis represents frames indexes; Y- axis denotes the temporal differences scores 
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3.2.   Local outliers detection 
Local outliers can be defined as the patterns that prominent from their neighbourhood in a specific data 

region [24]. In this section, we will explain how to detect the local outliers in the acquired video sample based 

on clips density. The video frames are segmented automatically into non-overlapped K clips or shots based on 

the global outlier detection process illustrated in the previous section. We cope with each segmented clip as 

cluster with variable size S and assumed the average score of temporal frame difference of each cluster is the 

centre Com of cluster Cm. Afterward, the density of each cluster is determined based on the mean distance Md 

benchmark between each sample xj belongs to mth cluster and its centroid Com according to (4): 

 

𝑀𝑑(𝐶𝑚) =
1

𝑆𝑚
∑ ‖𝑥𝑗 − 𝐶𝑜𝑚‖𝑗  (4) 

 

where m=1, .K, and K is the number of the detected clips or clusters. Based on the mean distance Md 

mentioned in (4), a lower value of Md refers to present a dense cluster while a higher value of Md indicates 

that the cluster is scattered or sparse. Since the Md value is inversely related with the cluster density, the 

density DS of the cluster Cm is identified to be the inverse of Md (Cm) as illustrated in (5): 
 

𝐷𝑆(𝐶𝑚) =
1

𝑀𝑑(𝐶𝑚)
 (5) 

 

According to cluster density definition, the cluster with higher density leads to be its data elements 

are closer to its centroid. In contrast, low-density clusters tend to have data elements on average far from 

cluster centre. Regards to local outlier’s detection task, we have selected the higher density clusters which 

included dense outliers and represented a candidate anomaly event with respect to the whole video sequence 

as shown in Figure 6. The corresponding frames of this type of clusters are labelled as anomaly event frames. 

The selection benchmark is based mainly on a predefined threshold to take a decision about lower and higher 

density clusters taking in our consideration its mean value. Further, the centroid Co of lower density cluster; 

i.e (DS≈ 0) is considered to be singular outlier within cluster or clip and the corresponding frame is labelled 

as anomaly frame as illustrated in Figure 6.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Demonstration results of singular and collective anomalies frames captured from video sample (04) 

from AVENU 
 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

In this section, detailed description of common event detection datasets adopted in our experiments 

is presented as well performance evaluation metrics of anomaly detection score are computed and simulated 

graphically. Two main public dataset are employed in our experiments to evaluate the performance of the 

proposed anomaly detection task in video sequence. In the training mode, video samples with normal 

behaviour are deployed in our experiments in order to estimate the regression model coefficients. The testing 

mode is standing to validate the occurring of outlier’s scores in the acquired video sample. Figure 7 presents 

some frames examples of normal and anomaly behaviour taken from UCSD [31] and avenu [26] datasets 

respectively. Avenue dataset [26] consists of 16 training videos and 21 testing video. Each video sample 

takes a short interval, around (1-2) minutes with frame resolution 640×360 pixels. 
 

4.1.   UCSD datasets (Ped1 and Ped2) 

The UCSD dataset [31] composes of video samples of pedestrian walkways. The crowd density in 

the walkways was variable, ranging from sparse to very crowded. In the normal setting, the video contains 

only pedestrians. Abnormal events are due to either: the circulation of non-pedestrian entities in the 

walkways and anomalous pedestrian motion patterns. Peds1 dataset contains 34 training video samples and 

36 testing video samples with a resolution of 238×158 pixels. Peds2 dataset contains 16 training video 

samples and 12 testing video samples with a resolution of 360×240 pixels. All testing samples are associated 

with a manually-collected frame-level ground truth relevant to abnormal events annotation. Figure 7 shows 

frames examples of normal and anomaly events taken from Avenu and UCSD datasets. 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 
 

Figure 7. Examples of normal and anomaly frames in; (a) UCSD -Ped2 dataset, (b) Avenue dataset,  

the anomaly regions are demonstrated by red rectangle 
 

 

4.2.   Implementation details 

The video frames are extracted and resized into resolution (320×200) pixels, then convert each 

frame into YCbCr color model to exploit the luminance component Y in the implementation framework. In 

order to estimate the anomaly score for current frame Fi, we adopt a Hausdorff distance measure as well as 

motion features between the two sequence frames (Fi, Fi-1). Then, the anomaly score is estimated based on 

integrating these two features by using linear (3). The estimated anomaly scores values are normalized into 

[0, 10] interval to facility the computation process. The normalization technique adopted in this work has 

been performed according to the following equation:  xn= (x-xm)/std, where xn represents the normalized data 

point, xm and std are the mean and standard deviation of all data points respectively. The validation workflow 

of the proposed anomaly event detection in video is composed of two main phases; training and testing 

models as illustrated in the following subsections. 
 

4.3.   Training model 

We pursue to determine anomalies in a given video sequence with lower computation time as well 

as specifying the required false alarm rate. Significantly, the proposed anomaly detection approach assumes 

that any anomalous pattern would hold for an obscure period of time. Meanwhile, we have no pre-knowledge 

about the anomaly event in the video sequence. Thus, the training mode is desired to address and describe the 

normal behaviour of the frame sequences. The training mode is configured by selecting the videos samples 

V= {vi: i=1, 2, ...., M} with normal behaviour to perform the fitting process with a predefined regression 

model with 4th polynomial equation having four coefficients (b0, b1, b2, b3) and one temporal difference 

score (independent variable). The temporal frames differences TempDiff for each video sample have been 

computed. Consequently, we applied the polynomial fitting model upon the differences values to extract the 

suitable coefficients and residual errors of the regression model. In this context, the global outliers denote 

temporal differences instants that are not well represented by the estimated regression model. 
 

4.4.   Testing model 

Any new raw data of different values obtained from the temporal differential phase are fitted with 

the trained regression model to detect the outlier in the raw data. The polynomial regression model fits a 

curve line to the temporal differences data as illustrated in Figure 8. Global outliers are detected based on the 

assumption that outliers are far away from the fitted model and have a higher residual error than the other 

data samples. The corresponding frames of this type of anomalies are labelled as anomaly frame. Further, the 

local outliers of the video sample have been detected at clip level based on density clustering strategy. The 

corresponding frames of this type of clusters are labelled as anomaly frame event. The selection benchmark 
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is based mainly on a predefined threshold to take a decision about lower and higher density clusters taking in 

our consideration its mean as the centre of each cluster. 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Visualization results of the proposed anomaly event detection method. (a) raw represents temporal 

frames differences, (b) raw represents the global outlier detection, (c) raw demonstrates the fitting process 

with regression model, (d) raw described the local outlier detection, (e) raw represents the extracted anomaly 

regions or clusters, last raw states the density of each cluster DS 

 

 

4.5.   Performance metrics 

In our experiments, the quantitative results-based performance evaluation has been conducted using 

a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and corresponding area under the curve (AUC) metrics. In 

this work, the anomaly event is detected based on a clip (event) level and frame level. Consequently, we 

record the begin and end of each anomaly event with assistance of ground truth results provided for each 

testing video in order to construct a suitable ground truth-clip level results for validation and comparison 

purposes. To obtain ROC curve demonstration for the tested video samples, true positive rate (TPR) and false 

positive rate (FPR) metrics are calculated at clip level. AUC area measures are computed for each video in 

both datasets, then we average the obtained results to show the AUC for each dataset compared with recent 

methods that based on neural networks such as [25] and [27]. Table 1 exhibits the correct detection score and 

false alarm benchmark for Avenu, Ped1 and Ped2 datasets respectively. Figure 9 illustrates the ROC curves 

quantitative results for Avenu, Ped2 and Ped1 datasets respectively. 
 

 

Table 1. A comparison results of event level detection in term of correct detection and false alarm rate 
Method Correct detection/ false alarm 

Avenu  Ped1 Ped2 

Anomaly events 47  40 12 

M. Hasan et al. [25] 45/4  38/6 12/1 

S. Yan et al. [27] 34/6  38/5 12/0 

Y. S. Chong and Tay [28] 43/8  36/11 12/3 

The proposed work 45/3  38/4 12/1 
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A commonly, the higher values of the AUC area value referred to higher performance of the 

detector or classifier method. As shown in Figure 8, the proposed method presents a higher AUC value when 

applied on avenue dataset than Ped1 and Ped2. The crowded scenes included in video samples are effects 

mainly of increasing false alarm rates as shown in Figure 10. From other hand, we get competitive results and 

higher performance for avenu and Ped2 datasets when compared with the proposed approach to state of the 

art methods as illustrated in Table 2. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Roc curves visualization results of the proposed work at clip level for avenue, Ped2 and Ped1 

datasets 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Two examples of failure cases of the proposed anomaly detector 
 

 

Table 2. A comparison results of frame level detection in term of AUC metric 
Method AUC (%) 

Avenu  Ped1 Ped2 

G. Pang et al. [12] -  83.2 71.7 

M. Hasan et al. [25] 75.2  90 81.5 

Lu et al. [26] 65.5  - 63.8 

S. Yan et al. [27] 79.6  71.9 75.0 

The proposed work 83  76 82 

 

 

From the experiments, we found that the cluster with density close to zero value is considered as a 

singular anomaly frame (sudden change), while the clusters with higher density represent an anomaly 

collective frame in term of anomaly event detection in the acquired video sample. Further, the area parameter 

used for foreground objects extraction is more accurate and reflects an efficient criterion of the sequence 

frames behaviour compared to the similarity distance measure between each two sequenced frames. 

Furthermore, the proposed anomaly event detection scheme is validated based on the available dataset 

without needing to perform an augmentation of the datasets in contrast to deep learning-anomaly event 

detection-based methods which required a large dataset to learn the anomaly behaviours. 
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4 CONCLUSION  

We have suggested and presented an anomaly event detection and localization scheme based on 

determining the global and local outliers in video sequence. The problem of global outlier detection was 

assumed as regression model fitting in order to segment the video frames into non overlapping clips. The 

proposed model is able to update the trained regression model using newly detected anomaly clips. The 

global outliers are exploited to segment the video frames into clips. Furthermore, the local outliers at each 

clip are detected using density of each clip taking in our consideration the contextual outliers within each 

video clip. Based on the experiments that implemented on public anomaly event detection dataset, we 

exhibited that the proposed anomaly detector significantly has a competitive performance compared to the 

state-of-the-art methods in terms of detection accuracy and false alarm rates at clip level. 
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